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directness of General Maxwell, could not understand
why personal access to his successor was so difficult,
and the sublime disregard of money by the Expedi-
tionary Force frightened it. Trained to regard finance
as the mainspring of public life, the British official
could not applaud the prodigal expenditure of money
by the Army. The number of motor-cars at the dis-
posal of staff officers for their private use seemed
to the civilian a significant example of the military
tendency to waste money. On the other hand.
General Head-quarters hardly attempted to conceal
amusement at the laissez-faire attitude of members
of the Egyptian Government towards work; and it
must be confessed that the methods of the Civil
Service were fairly open to criticism. It was hardly
in accordance with these dark days that all Depart-
ments of State should cease to work shortly after
midday, or postpone for dispatch until the following
morning business unfinished at that hour. Such
procedure, however suitable in peace-time to the
a Committee upon Man Power in Egypt, it transpired that the strength
of G.H.Q. alone was as follows :
Officers		146
Warrant officers     .        .        .        .        .	21
Sergeants      .        .        ,        .        .        .	59
Other ranks		178
Soldier servants, grooms ,        .        .        .	258
662
In  addition,  serving with  the  jrd Echelon in  Alexandria were
34 officers and 496 other ranks.
On the other hand, at this period, the ration strength of attested
troops in the E.E.F. was no more than 170,000.
Incidentally the report throws instructive light upon the potential
(not effective) rifle strength of an army in the field. The potential
strength of the E.E.F. amounted only to 82,000 troops, or approxi-
mately 48 per cent, of the total members of the force. The residue
consisted of administrative troops (32,000), troops in hospital, Base
depots, and so on (29,000), and odd fighting units, as Artillery, R.F.C.,
and staffs of unit commands.

